Vincent Massey Spirit Wear Shop is Now OPEN!

Visit [http://vincentmasseypsbowmanville.entripyshops.com/](http://vincentmasseypsbowmanville.entripyshops.com/) to register. Shopping at this site works like any other online shopping site, with orders shipped directly to you. Vincent Massey will receive a 10% rebate on all purchases through this site. We will be using these funds to purchase new jerseys.

Go online and register today to discover the variety of items available. There are many different logo designs available and options to personalize items in different ways. There are even some special logos for our Grade 8 Grads.

Vincent Massey is sharing our new jersey design so personalized jerseys can be purchased and used for sports teams. The jersey shirt will be a black ATC Pro Team Tee (Youth, Men’s and Ladies sizes are available). Choose the same logo shown in the picture (on back), along with a number for the back, the words: “Be Awesome” in white on the right shoulder and students may choose to add their name above the number (as seen in the example shown on back).
JERSEY FRONT

JERSEY BACK

JERSEY RIGHT ARM: Be Awesome

SEE OTHER SIDE